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1.1  

INTRODUCTION & OVERVIEW

We have pleasure in presenting our proposals, in outline, 
for a comprehensive new sustainable development in the 
Gomm Valley. 

These proposals provide for: a wide range of new homes; a 
regenerated and publicly accessible landscape and park with 
its habitats, flora and fauna greatly enriched; for streets and 
other open and green public spaces of the highest quality; 
and an appealing array of local services and facilities in a 
fine new public square that will give the new settlement a 
heart, reduce the need to travel to meet daily needs and help 
grow a lively, civil and neighbourly community.  

Out of respect to its history and to preserve the name Gomm Valley for the 
wider landscape of which it is a part, this new place will be called Little 
Haldens – the secluded valley. Implemented as presented, Little Haldens has 
the potential to become the greenest and most elegant new place in England. 

The proposals herein are grounded in the Vision set in the Gomm Valley & 
Ashwells Development Brief, a further suite of painstaking studies of the land 
and its context by the Human+Nature team, and a series of rigorous civil 
engineering, urban and landscape design iterations over an intensive 12-month 
design exercise.  

An experienced and talented multi-disciplinary professional team was 
assembled for the Little Haldens project. All involved grew passionate about 
doing their very best work here out of respect for this beautiful valley and the 
local people who went out of their way to make them welcome and share their 
own experience and thoughts. 

The team was also seized by the determination to take the opportunity, 
inspired by the GV&A Development Brief, to demonstrate a far better way 
of designing and building generally. We were urged to create a place that is 
sufficiently bespoke and distinctive, elegant and accessible, adaptable and 
resilient to be cherished and stand the test of time; it should deliver net 
environmental gain; and it should enable the growth of a community that 
is committed to supporting all its members in living well and sustainably, 
integrating with neighbouring communities the better to take advantage of 
and complement the many excellent community groups and initiatives already 
in place. In many ways the work in the Gomm Valley is of national significance.  

Each discipline in the team has contributed to the plan, mindful throughout 
of the opportunities and constraints identified in the work of their specialist 
colleagues and the interdependencies between each aspect. The plan has 
evolved from many angles and in regard to a deeper well of technical and 
other evidence garnered during the planning and design exercise. 

This deeper evidence included, among other things: the precise nature of the 
precious habitats in this sensitive landscape and a clear picture of their future 
potential when maintained and extended (and as the farming on site now is 
replaced by a regime of ecological landscape management); consideration of 
the optimal route for, specification, character and indeed cost of the spine 
road – a beautiful new Lane - following the sinuous contours of the western 
side of the Valley; the capacity of the land under different and arguably 
superior urban design layouts; and, of course, far closer examination of the 
economics of the scheme, especially the cost implications of the requisite 
physical, environmental and social infrastructures and of  building to the 
standard required by the Brief.  

In planning for new settlements and urban extensions, a set of objectives 
is typically defined, culminating in a long list – a checklist - of individual 
demands on a project. But it is only when the actions required to achieve 
each objective are put together and assembled into  integrated proposals for 
a coherent and deliverable whole place, then valued and costed properly, that 
the trade-offs between them become evident. 

It can then be seen that not all objectives are equal; some stand out above 
others and take precedence and the fulfilment of one objective might be partly 
or all at the expense of another.  Moreover, when the evidence associated 
with each objective is analysed as part of a rigorous design process, new 
possibilities are revealed. And something else happens at this time also: as the 
plan emerges and comes together as a complex amalgam of propositions, the 
cumulative and often unexpected benefits of good urbanism and place-making 
begin to appear.  

For Little Haldens, we came to see that these cumulative benefits include: the 
ability of the land in the Gomm Valley to house many more people and in a 
far wider range of homes than was hitherto envisaged even as the landscape, 
its flora and fauna and public amenity are enhanced; the ability to retain and 
extend precious habitats, connect and manage them better in the future as 
part of an impressive green infrastructure system; the opportunity to create 
a connected and walkable, residential-led, mixed-use neighbourhood from 
its fragmented predecessor; to provide the critical mass to enable and in 
turn be supported by differentiated and accessible local retail, a school and 
nursery, cafes, and community facilities; the way in which, by the thoughtful 
specification and design of streets and other open and green public spaces, a 
safer, more cohesive and sociable community can be established with life and 
vitality between the buildings.   

This plan provides for up to 1,000 new and high-quality dwellings in the Gomm 
Valley on a relatively modest building footprint, with 20 hectares of newly 
regenerated, species-rich chalk grassland, more than 4,000 new trees and 
about 1 kilometre of additional hedgerows. The renewed landscape arising 
will become home to a wonderful ecology of flora and fauna, enhanced by 
the wholly new and abundant greenery in the built-up area itself with its 
community gardens and allotments, small parks, green roofs, a local food 
programme, swales and ponds.  
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Further, the site conditions and the GV&A Development Brief have led us to a 
new aesthetic for a development in England. This is one in which the bespoke 
modern architecture - suffused with traditional, vernacular influences - sits 
on terraces in the hilly landscape and is gradually enveloped by it as the 
thousands of new street trees, the proposed orchard, green roofs, and the 
community gardens and parks reach maturity. The softer texture and more 
colourful vista arising will become a distinctive hallmark of this new place in 
which buildings and landscape co-exist in harmony and, extraordinarily, to 
mutual benefit. Combined with the new homes provided, the commitment to 
growing a community as well as a place, and the low carbon footprint of the 
whole scheme, we may have a sustainable development here worthy for once 
of the name. 

This is an unusually detailed outline application, as required by the GV&A 
Development Brief. It presents the new and detailed technical evidence 
we were invited to locate and is versed in an innovative yet in many ways 
traditional urban design and varied architectural treatments. In addition, this 
proposal has been designed for viability and delivery. 

We have taken great care to consider how the designs in this plan can be 
implemented in practice. This is not just in regard to the costs and putative 
revenues (which have been examined at each key stage of the evolution of the 
plan), but also in terms of defined processes to ensure meaningful ongoing 
community engagement, design excellence in practice, and effective long term 
management of the Valley and the community. 

There is much work to do of course to realise these ideas in concrete terms. 
Although many of the architectural treatments here are illustrative, we have 
sought to identify design principles, layouts, massing and heights, and materials 
to which we are committed and want to enshrine within the consent. Should 
this outline application find favour we look forward to working with the Local 
Planning Authority and stakeholder communities to follow through and come 
forward at the next stage with superb designs that more than meet expectations. 

We are deeply grateful to people living around the Gomm Valley and to the 
wider community of Wycombe for the gracious way in which we and our ideas 
have been received and the effort many have invested, bringing their local and 
other expertise to bear in shaping our efforts to honour the valley and provide 
something of notable and lasting quality here. 

We hope to have the opportunity to continue to debate this scheme and work 
together in the coming years to turn it into a place that all can be proud of. 

 
Human+Nature with Aviva Investors
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1.2.2 
LANDSCAPE 

In addition to the development proposal’s accordance with the 
Development Plan, a number of planning conditions and obligations are 
offered by the applicant to secure ‘design excellence’ in the architectural, 
landscape and ecological design of the scheme. These commitments are 
described in detail in the DAS and summarised in brief in the following 
table. 

Please also refer to the Delivery Section of the DAS at Section 11 which 
refers to a Design Excellence Group and process to shepherd and sustain 
the commitment to quality as the project progresses. 

1.2  

DESIGN PRINCIPLES: IN BRIEF 

1.2.1 
HYDROLOGY 

1.2.3 
MOVEMENT, ACCESS & PARKING 

• A series of attenuation ponds connected by open channels 
• A main amenity and biodiversity pond used to harvest rainwater 

associated with the public swimming pond 
• A public swimming pond of a size no less than 25m long and 12m 

wide 
• Cascading open “dry” watercourses will connect the in-ground 

drainage to the ponds
• Water is to be collected and conveyed in swales between villages
• Swales are to be 800-1000mm deep and have sides no steeper than 

1:2 gradient
• The southern attenuation pond will feed the swimming pond in Little 

Haldens Park

Access to the site 
• Improved access to the site from Gomm Road 
• New vehicle connection to Hammersley Lane, south of Robinson 

Road 
• New vehicle connection to Cock Lane 
• New walking and cycling connections from: Pimms Grove Green 

(between Pimms Grove and Pimms Close),the Ashwells site eastern 
side and the Ashwells site western side 

Ashwells Lane & Gomm Road: The Neighbourhood street
• A main neighbourhood street running through the centre of the 

development which will serve as the spine road
• A gradient no steeper than 1:20 along the street’s entirety 
• A continuous 4.8m wide carriageway which will accommodate 

buses, cars and cycles 
• Passing places for vehicles at least every 60 metres (end to end) 

along the street’s length
• Parallel parking interspersed with street trees
• Street trees will be located on one side of the street and parallel 

parking on both sides; with the width of the parking bays allowing 
for a generous tree pit width for street tree planting

• Footways are two metres wide on both sides of the street

Community Streets
• Community streets to have a carriageway of 3.7m 
• Community streets will accommodate cars, cycles and pedestrians 

with a 2m wide footway on both sides  

Parking 
• A variety of approaches to car parking 
• Distributed so that people will be able to park where they need to 
• Streets designed to prevent cars from parking where not intended 
• Parking to be overseen as part of the Little Haldens Community & 

Sustainable Living Trust  

Little Haldens Family Park  
• A public park no less than 2 hectares in size

Valley landscape
• At least 30% of grassland will be designated as chalk grassland 
• Ancient Woodlands,  SSSI and Local Wildlife Sites will be surrounded 

by 1.2m high sheep proof fencing
• An all weather central valley route for walking and cycling 
• Central valley route to have a high quality permeable bound gravel 

finish 
• Central valley route to have a minimum width of 2.5m throughout 
• Routes within the SSSI and LWS will be managed using 1.2m high 

sheep proof fencing 
• Copses and hedgerows to remain distinct
• Grassland to provide ecological connectivity between woodlands and 

hedgerows
• Designed play areas will have two distinct characters: woodland and 

local
• Woodland play will be of natural materials and be located broadly 

towards the edges of the villages and in the wider landscape
• Local play will include more colourful materials and contemporary 

design and be in the villages close to homes

Villages landscape 
• A range of landscape types including local squares, slip parks, local 

play, woodland play, community gardens and growing slopes.

Moreover, these commitments demonstrate the applicant’s commitment to 
delivering ‘design excellence’, going beyond what is normally required by 
way of design quality and thereby triggering paragraph 131 of the National 
Planning Policy Framework (2018):

“In determining applications, great weight should be given to 
outstanding or innovative designs which promote high levels 
of  sustainability, or help raise the standard of  design more 
generally in an area, so long as they fit in with the overall 
form and layout of  their surroundings.”
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1.2.4 
LAYOUT & BUILT FORM  

1.2.5 
SUSTAINABILITY, ENERGY & WASTE 

• Exceed current Wycombe District Council (WDC) planning 
requirements for a 15% reduction in carbon to achieve a 35% 
reduction in regulated carbon dioxide emissions on site

• Focus on minimising energy demand through passive design 
approaches, in particular enhanced fabric specifications;

• Promote cleaner heating systems, for example, heat pump 
technologies that will benefit from the cleaner electricity grid;

• Generate renewable energy by optimising solar energy across 
available roof space; and

• Invest in solutions resilient to future changes that can adapt to 
shifts in technology and policy

• Waste is to be minimised and resources will be used wisely. Where 
possible, waste will be used, recycled or recovered 

• Major building elements (roof, external walls, floor finishes, internal 
partitions, windows and fit-out elements) will be carefully evaluated 
to balance traditional criteria such as aesthetics, technical 
performance and cost alongside environmental and social criteria

Materials 
• One unifying material palette for the development 
• The palette to consist of high quality and robust materials, such 

as: brick, natural stone, precast concrete and natural timber 
weatherboarding 

• Within the wider material palette, each village to have a distinct 
character 

• Orchard Village: predominantly dark brick with deeper red tones and 
a variety of timber treatments

• Hillside Village: predominantly light red brick with a variety of 
timber treatments

• Little Haldens (Urban Village North) : a more eclectic mix of materials
• Lower Brook (Urban Village South) : lighter brick tones of whites and 

pale sand/red tones and a variety of timber treatments

Character 
• Each village to have a distinct character: defined by material, 

landscape character and layout 
• The Orchard village will be characterised by dense productive 

tree planting, houses arranged in clusters around informal 
neighbourhood squares or in rows or semi-detached along Gomms 
Farm Way     

• The Hillside Village is characterised by buildings stepped into the 
hillside with generous glazing to the southern and eastern aspects 
lining Ashwells Lane.  The area of Twelve Acre Lane will have a 
more eclectic character with predominantly self build plots which 
nonetheless fit into the overall palette of materials 

• Little Haldens will be characterised by a rich variety of materials 
and treatments which reference the local vernacular but are more 
vivid and expressive.  The built form will be more urban and will 
include varied street level frontages and rooflines

• Lower Brook will be characterised by apartment buddings and row 
houses with broken roof and facade lines which help to articulate 
the buildings within the landscape 

Housing 
• A suite of at least ten different housing types distributed across the 

development
• At least 20% of the dwellings are to be singular building types - so-

called ‘specials’
• A special is defined as one that has an alternate character and an 

atypical plan 
• Standard specials are predominantly placed in significant locations 

such as ends of rows or corners with their built footprint no 
different to the standard types

• Specials are taller than the surrounding buildings 
• Defensible space of between 0.5m and 1.5metres width to all 

residential buildings  
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